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Bill/Resolution No.: SB 2089

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues

Expenditures

Appropriations

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties

Cities

School Districts

Townships

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

SB 2089 offers minor clean-up, consistency, and alignment to various statutes. There is no fiscal impact associated 
with these provisions.

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.
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☐ Conference Committee 

 

Committee Clerk: Alicia Larsgaard 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A BILL for an Act to create and enact a new subsection to section 57-39.4-35 of the 
North Dakota Century Code, relating to certified automated system software 
requirements; to amend and reenact sections 57-05-08, 57-06-06, 57-06-09, 57-06-12, 

and 57-33.2-07, subdivision d of subsection 26 of section 57-39.2-04, subsection 1 of 
section 57-39.2-12, subsections 6 and 7 of section 57-39.4-06, subsection 1 of section 

57-39.4-23, subsection 3 of section 57-39.4-28, and subsection 7 of section 57-40.2-07 
of the North Dakota Century Code, relating to reports from centrally assessed property 
companies, tentative assessments of centrally assessed property, the annual meeting of 

the state board of equalization, the definition of supplies used for bladder dysfunction, 
the filing of sales tax returns, the database of local taxing jurisdictions, notices of 

temporary exemption periods, the library of definitions to be used in the tax 
administration practices of the sales and use tax agreement, and the filing of use tax 
returns; and to provide an effective date. 
 

Minutes:                                                 1-2 

 
Chairman Cook: Opened the hearing on SB 2089.  
 
(1:20) Myles Vosberg: Testified in support of the bill. Mr. Vosberg read attachments 1-2. 
 
(15:49) Myles Vosberg: Concluded the reading of the attachments and stood for questions.  
 
(15:53) Senator Cook: Myles, we do tax diapers now? 
 
Myles Vosberg: For children we do. But diapers that fall under that category of a bladder 
dysfunction are exempt. So what this amendment does is status quo. Under streamline 
because you need to tax all products in one category in the same manner and diapers in 
each category are both clothing. They created these separate subcategories so you could 
treat them differently like we do.  
 
Senator Cook: So changing this definition is not going to change what diapers we tax? 
 
Myles Vosberg: It does not.  
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(17:30) Senator Dotzenrod: On the bill on page 5 on lines 9-10 under this proposal of this 
bill is there no revision for an extension?  
 
Myles Vosberg: I am going to let Linda address that question.  
 
Linda Leadbetter: Thank you, Myles. For the record, I am Linda Leadbetter. State 
Supervisor of Assessments Director of the Property Tax Divisions. Senator Cook and 
members of the committee, the answer is yes the intention of our housing keeping on this is 
to remove that need for the extension. The timeline has changed from June to May with that 
extension. For our history, just as an understanding for our 2018 reports, 40 of our 65 pipeline 
companies requested the extension. So rather than having an extension being required in 
there, we just move all the deadlines to May 1 without having that additional requirement of 
an extension is what the goal of this amendment is.  
 
Senator Dotzenrod: Linda, it sounds like you are saying they use the extension because 
the extension was in the code and you are saying if we take it out of the code they won’t have 
the need for the extension anymore, is that correct?  
 
Linda Leadbetter: Correct. What we are saying is rather than having it April 15 with 
extensions allow to May 1, we are moving all the reports to just be due on May 1.  
 
Senator Dotzenrod: Doesn’t it seem there may be circumstances going on in the 
preparation in getting these reports done that there may be something that occurred that 
requires an extension that causes a penalty even if they miss the new deadline?  
 
Linda Leadbetter: Yes, that is addressed in the other section where we changed the date 
also to be April to May for the deadline. Under Page 5 Section 3 Lines 6-7 it changes it from 
having the penalty as being April 15 to being May 15. And it basically applies an additional 
20% percentage to the assessed value of the property. If they do not meet the dealing again 
by June 1, they can apply an additional 10%.  
 
Senator Dotzenrod: I don’t know how important it is to the filers to have that extension 
available. I guess you are saying if everybody knows what the rules are then they should 
comply and if they don’t comply there will be a 20% penalty? 
 
Linda Leadbetter: The changes that were a part of this as far as the new requirements that 
were required to be sent out for the 2018 property tax, everything was moved ahead a month 
in the 2017 session. The deadlines had been June first with the extension in there, everything 
was moved back from that one month to May 1. The extension was just kept in there while 
everyone believed the reports were due April 15 but then we afforded them those extra 14 
days to have it due and to us on May 1. So the way we see it is just a limit to the extension. 
We are not changing the deadline; we are just saying that with that majority of those pipeline 
companies that didn’t pull all the other companies but just for reference to know that an 
extension existed. There were 40 of the 65 companies that chose to request a new extension. 
We are just eliminating that requirement for them to allow them just to accept May 1 as their 
deadline.  
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Senator Cook: Senator Dotzenrod, if you recall, there is a series of deadlines to be met and 
we have always had problems with assessed properties and school districts were always 
complaining that by the time we did their budget, they had not yet received the value of the 
assessed property under the district so they moved it up a month and now it’s important that 
when we have the deadline, that it is met because beginning with that word “deadline”, is 
another deadline and the word can’t start unless the first deadline is met. And you are going 
to see more bills dealing with the deadlines. A deadline means a deadline. You better meet 
them or you are going to be penalized. This goes to everybody involved in the game. 
 
Senator Patten: I am just going to clarify, the extension that was granted previously is going 
to be got rid of? 
 
Linda Leadbetter: Yes, it is just moving everyone to May 1 and not moving a deadline back, 
we are just putting that final deadline as one process so we are not requiring them to send a 
request that would be another two weeks later.  
 
Senator Cook: Committee members, we might wait until all the bills are introduced to see 
how many bills there are dealing with these deadlines and hear them all before we pass 
anything else. Thanks, Linda.  
 
Senator Cook: Any other questions? Hearing none, are there any further testimonies in 
support on SB 2089? Hearing none, are there any opposing testimonies to SB 2089? With 
that we will close the hearing on Senate Bill 2089.  
 

 






















